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This first instalment of a two-part review essay on current work in commodity
studies considers, at some length, an important and distinctive text by Peter
Gibbon and Stefano Ponte. It draws on a unique set of case studies of African
export commodities, using (and developing) the framework of Global Value
Chain (GVC) theory, of American provenance, together with elements of
the mostly French literature on quality conventions. Gibbon and Ponte also
seek to incorporate key mechanisms of globalization and international trade,
and their forms of regulation, and to evaluate the effects of the book’s analysis
and argument for prospects of improving the performance of African agricultural
exports in particular. Here we provide a detailed exposition, discussion, and
assessment of the book. We conclude that, for all its intellectual virtues, there
are some central tensions in its argument that reflect the lacunae and limita-
tions of the kind of economic sociology the authors employ – which, conten-
tiously, they designate as ‘historical political economy’.
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INTRODUCTION

The quote is from the opening sentence of Capital (Marx 1867/1976, 126).1

Today, more than ever, it represents a truism about the centres of advanced
capitalism, with their concentration of global income and massive purchasing
power, and their exhortations, both mundane and relentless, to ever greater
personal consumption of ever more subtly differentiated commodities. The study
of commodities along the routes they take from production to final consumption
– which are often routes from production in the South to consumption in the
North, as in Gibbon and Ponte’s book – has been a striking academic growth
industry in recent years. It has generated a range of approaches to studying
diverse commodities, variously designated as ‘filières’ (see Raikes et al. 2000),
‘commodity systems’ (Friedland 1984), ‘commodity chains’ (Hopkins and
Wallerstein 1986; Hughes and Reimer 2004), ‘supply chains’ (Porter 1990), ‘glo-
bal commodity chains’ (Gereffi and Korzeniewicz 1994), ‘value chains’ (Kaplinsky
2000), ‘cross-continental food chains’ (Fold and Pritchard 2005) and ‘global value
chains’ (Gibbon and Ponte), among other terms.

When an encompassing designation is necessary or useful, for the sake of
simplicity we can refer to (all) this as the field of ‘commodity studies’. On one
hand, this carries the danger of implying an unwarranted unity to ‘commodity
studies’ which, in fact, has no common purpose, object of analysis, theoretical
framework or methodological approach. On the other hand, the recent
emergence and rapid expansion of interest in, and literature about, the journeys
of commodities and their significance, is not accidental in its timing, sources
and research agendas. First and foremost, it typically connects, in one way or
another, with various views of and preoccupations with ‘globalization’, and the
novelties – economic and social, political and cultural – attributed to it. This is
explicit in the title of Gibbon and Ponte’s book, and permeates the texts we shall
consider in the second part of this review essay. The interest in globalization
may have quite different sources: the concerns of business economics or political
economy, for example, or those of the ‘cultural turn’ that is usually code for
some or other variant of post-modernism.

The latter is especially evident when the first point is connected with a second:
that the commodities on which current ‘commodity studies’ concentrate are
above all those in the realms of personal consumption. In short, there is little interest
in capital or producers’ goods and intermediate goods, which are no less
commodities than ‘exotic’ fruits air-freighted from the tropics to Northern
supermarkets, branded coffees or clothing, or eco-tourism; while the ever more
immense and variegated ‘collections of commodities’ available are less a mundane
reality than a source of endless titillation to some post-modernists, for whom
personal consumption is a (the?) key to the creation of self in advanced capitalism.2

1 Marx, famously, continues: ‘the individual commodity appears as its elementary form. Our
investigation therefore begins with the analysis of the commodity.’
2 Just as those whose business it is to advertise and sell commodities would have us believe.
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Third, there seems to be an unusually strong sense among its adherents and
contributors of the importance of ‘commodity studies’, as manifested in (varying)
accounts of the various approaches, sub-fields and trajectories of what is, in its
present incarnations, a very recent academic field.3 Fourth, there are some strong
academic links (networks?!) between those who work in ‘commodity studies’ or
in its various branches.4

These last two points connect in, and are exemplified by, a decision of re-
searchers at an international workshop in 2000 to make global value chain (GVC)
analysis the label or brand of choice in preference to global commodity chain
(GCC). The latter term was first coined (in part) by Hopkins and Wallerstein
(1986) as the ‘commodity chains’ approach within the world-systems frame-
work, and in the 1990s was associated with the highly influential work of Gary
Gereffi (1994). Gereffi shared in the decision to substitute GVC for GCC, an-
nounced in a special issue of the IDS Bulletin (Gereffi et al. 2001). Gibbon and
Ponte (p. 77) explain that the concept of value chain ‘is thought to better capture
a wider variety of products, some of which lack commodity features’, and note
also that this ‘has been known in the literatures on industrial organization, busi-
ness studies, and management for a while’.5 The notion of a lack of ‘commodity
features’ is striking.6 It seems to limit the usage of ‘commodity’ to certain kinds
of material items destined for mass consumption – in effect, wage goods whose
use value is the reproduction of labour power.7 The highly differentiated goods
characteristic of today’s advanced and sophisticated consumerism apparently lack
such ‘commodity features’, whether in foods, garments and furniture, or in (non-
material) services. However, none of the physical, market or cultural/symbolic
characteristics of any of these goods and services removes them from the domain
of (capitalist) commodity production, as Marx understood and investigated it
(see note 1 above). Indeed, the cultural and symbolic characteristics enthusiasti-
cally attributed to commodities, and to their importance in creating and defining
self (‘identity’) in the centres of global (over-) consumption, may contribute new

3 Gibbon and Ponte, pp. 74–8 and the long endnote 3 to their second chapter, pp. 215–16; see also
the recent survey by Jennifer Bair (2005).
4 For example, Charles Mather participated in the major research programme from which Gibbon
and Ponte’s book takes off and he contributed (with different co-authors) chapters to both the edited
collections reviewed in the second part of this essay; likewise Niels Fold was a key figure in the same
research programme, co-edited one of the two collections to be reviewed and also contributed to the
other; Alex Hughes co-edited one of those collections with Suzanne Reimer and also contributed to
the other.
5 This worries Bair (2005) for whom the terminological shift from GCC to GVC marks a likely
dilution of the connections of commodity/value chain analysis with political economy (especially in
its world-systems version).
6 Initiating, perhaps a field of ‘post-commodity studies’?
7 ‘Commodity features’ or ‘traits’ refer to ‘a world of mass consumption of relatively homogeneous
commodities’ (Gibbon and Ponte, p. 162); see further below on chapter 6 of their book where this
becomes central to the analysis. Interestingly the distinction ‘commodities’ and (market) ‘products’
lacking commodity characteristics seems to parallel the distinction of Fordist and post-Fordist (post-
commodity?!) production (see p. 88), of which Gibbon and Ponte are otherwise quite sceptical. In
this review we use the term ‘commodities’ for all the products whose chains are analysed by Gibbon
and Ponte.
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layers of meaning to Marx’s potent conception of commodity fetishism (Marx
1867/1976, 163–87; on which more in the second part of this essay).

To conclude these introductory observations, it is useful briefly to note disci-
plinary features of today’s ‘commodity studies’. Many of its practitioners are
geographers; in fact, the edited collections by Hughes and Reimer and Fold and
Pritchard to be reviewed are respectively numbers 10 and 12 of the series Routledge
Studies in Human Geography. Peter Gibbon is a sociologist, as is Gary Gereffi
and most leading contributors to the GVC branch of ‘commodity studies’ on
which we concentrate. There are far fewer economists in commodity studies, and
those who have made significant contributions tend, as we would expect, to be
practitioners of ‘heterodox’ economics (in today’s parlance).8

This first part of our review essay addresses Gibbon and Ponte’s book, which
represents a major work in the field of contemporary ‘commodity studies’ more
generally and in GVC analysis in particular.

TRADING DOWN: EXPOSITION

There are three notable features of Trading Down and its contributions to GVC
analysis and contemporary commodity studies more widely. The first is that it is
inspired by the findings of detailed empirical studies conducted as part of a major
research programme on Globalization and Economic Restructuring in Africa
(GLAF) at the then Centre for Development Research (CDR) in Copenhagen
in 1999–2003.9 Those studies involved fieldwork in producer countries and
consumer countries of the following agricultural and horticultural commodities:
citrus (South Africa, UK); cocoa (Ghana, Netherlands, Denmark); coffee (Kenya,
Ethiopia, Tanzania, Uganda, Italy, USA); cotton (Tanzania, Zimbabwe, UK),
and fresh vegetables (Kenya, Tanzania).10 In addition, there was a study of clothing

8 For example, Benoit Daviron (2002; Daviron and Ponte 2005) and Raphie Kaplinsky (2000; see
also Kaplinsky and Morris 2001, and his new book on globalization: Kaplinsky 2005). At least three-
quarters of the 24 contributors to the landmark collection edited by Gereffi and Korzeniewicz (1994)
– ‘the beginning of global commodity chain analysis as a relatively coherent paradigm’ (Gibbon and
Ponte, p. 75) – were sociologists. Stefano Ponte’s formation was in fields closely adjacent to sociology
like political science.
9 Prior to GLAF Peter Gibbon had done several studies in Tanzania of cotton, and of fresh water
and prawn fishing – the last is the subject of an exceptional extended essay (Gibbon 1997). Two
important early papers mapping key empirical and analytical contours of the GLAF research
programme were co-authored by the late Phil Raikes: Raikes and Gibbon (2000), and Raikes et al.
(2000). Together with Peter Gibbon, Phil Raikes was the intellectual architect of the GLAF
programme and Trading Down is dedicated to his memory. There was an obituary of him in a special
issue of this Journal on Global Commodity Chains and African Export Crop Agriculture that presented
some of the results of GLAF case studies of cocoa, coffee and cotton (Daviron and Gibbon 2002).
10 In short, two producer countries (more for coffee) were studied for most commodities, thus
allowing comparisons. The exceptions were citrus and cocoa. However, collaboration of the GLAF
research programme with French researchers at CIRAD also made available to an anglophone read-
ership the work of Bruno Losch (2002) on cocoa in Côte d’Ivoire which complements the research
on cocoa in Ghana by Fold and facilitates comparison. The fresh vegetable chain was the only one in
GLAF without fieldwork in consumer countries. A landmark article in GVC literature on the fresh
vegetable chain was Dolan and Humphrey’s analysis (2000) of the impact of UK supermarket sourcing
practices on export horticultural production in Africa (see also Dolan and Humphrey 2004).
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as a labour-intensive manufactured export from Mauritius and South Africa (hardly
typical African countries, of course) and its consumption destinations in the UK,
France, Sweden and Denmark (Gibbon and Ponte, pp. 95–6). In effect, the
substance of much of Trading Down (especially in chapters 4–6) is informed by
careful consideration of the results of the empirical studies conducted by GLAF
(complemented by empirical findings in the wider ‘commodity studies’ literature).

Second, and unusually for the commodity studies literature, the authors aim
to use GVC analysis as the key element in examining the place(s) and develop-
mental prospects of (sub-Saharan) Africa in the world economy and its globalizing
tendencies. This requires a broader consideration of ‘the age of global capitalism’
with respect to shifts in the composition of international trade, the internationali-
zation and concentration of retailing in the North, financialization or the ‘share-
holder value doctrine’, and corporate strategies (in chapter 1), and to the ‘new
international trade regime’ of the WTO period (in chapter 2).

Third, another ‘novelty’ of their book, as Gibbon and Ponte put it, is to
combine the approaches and methods of GVC analysis (discussed in chapter 3)
with those of convention theory (CT), and to demonstrate the analytical gains of
doing so (chapter 6).

They start with the (reasonable) observation that ‘“global capitalism” . . .
implies, at least initially, a focus mainly on Northern countries and changes
in their economies’ that have generated ‘processes of financial and industrial
restructuring’ (p. 1). Two of the most profound differences with the capitalism
of even two decades ago are, first, corporate financialization and, second, the
doctrine of shareholder value that accompanies it with consequences for corpo-
rate strategy. In conditions of apparently ‘saturated (global) markets’ for goods
and services, one key response of corporate capital is oligopolistic rent seeking,
illustrated by some of the practices of leading supermarket chains, especially
strategic outsourcing and relations with suppliers. Gibbon and Ponte next con-
sider how suppliers can adjust to these conditions, drawing on Sturgeon’s (2002)
model of contract manufacturing and supply with brief examples from several
sectors, including food processing and ‘the fresh produce supply subsector’
(pp. 27–8). They also introduce issues of changes in branding and brand devel-
opment by big corporations, with current tendencies to both concentration
(including through the mergers and acquisitions characteristic of contemporary
financialization) and the culling of brands (pp. 29–31).11

The aspects of (global) ‘financial and industrial restructuring’ of corporate
capital that Gibbon and Ponte address in this chapter are not, of course, shaped
(or affected in any way) by what happens in African economies but have three
effects in particular for ‘Africa’s evolving place in the international division of
labour’ (p. 31). They are, first, the ‘(re-)emergence of economies of scale as a key
source of advantage and differentiation in the global economy’ (p. 31); second,

11 The material on the internationalization of the giant retail corporations is the most original and
useful empirical component of this chapter, especially as this is an aspect of world trade ‘that is not
reported at all in international merchandise or service trade statistics’ (p. 6).
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the implications of corporate restructuring in retail markets for supply chain
organization and its demands on supplying countries; and, third, how these two
effects can link to raise entry barriers along supply chains for reasons that Africa
is generally ill-equipped to deal with.12

Chapter 2 focuses on the new international trade regime since 1994. Again,
this represents an innovation in GVC analysis, which has largely ignored issues
of regulation of international markets and trade. In a useful synthesis and
interpretation, Gibbon and Ponte identify key changes since the WTO was estab-
lished in 1994, which they contrast with the previous international trade regime
and the role played in it by GATT, as well as by other arrangements of greater
and lesser advantage to developing country exports – from international com-
modity agreements (which covered four important Southern export crops: sugar,
coffee, cocoa and natural rubber), to the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP),
(bilateral) Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs) and the EU’s Lomé Convention.
They then review the rules, institutional structures and political functioning
of the WTO and how they differ from those of GATT. The principal WTO
agreements are classified as, first, those of which developing countries had high
expectations that were subsequently dashed – in particular, agriculture, textiles
and clothing, and the dispute settlement mechanism – and, second, those of
which expectations were initially low or neutral but the full consequences of
which came as a shock. These are the agreements concerning intellectual
property rights, inward investment, and trade in services, all of which, in effect,
reduce governments’ rights (and powers) of domestic market regulation, and the
agreement on sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures, which strengthens the
regulation of certain export commodities and passes on the costs of meeting (and
monitoring) additional standards to their suppliers.

The last ten years or so have seen a proliferation of PTAs in various reciprocal
trade agreements and blocs, sometimes as an attempt to accommodate the
ideology of global market liberalization with ‘strong protectionist pressures’ in
the EU and the USA (for example, those emanating from the political power
of US agriculture: pp. 66–7, and note 35, p. 214). Gibbon and Ponte’s conclu-
sion that in recent years ‘developing countries have lost much of the space for
autonomous decision making that they enjoyed earlier’ (p. 72) applies a fortiori
to Africa whose international trade performance has been so poor, and especially
in the era of structural adjustment from 1980 or so (pp. 36–44, 73).

Chapter 3 completes the first half of the book, and its purpose of providing a
basis for the more detailed and concrete GVC analysis of the second half which
draws on the GLAF studies. While chapters 1 and 2 examine key aspects of the
global economic context, chapter 3 presents an exposition and discussion of
GVC analysis, defined thus:

the political economy use of value chain takes its point of departure . . . in
the full range of activities, including coordination, that are required to bring

12 The centrality of entry barriers in GVC analysis is explained below.
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a specific product from its conception to its end use and beyond. This
includes activities such as design, production, marketing, distribution,
support to the final consumer, and governance of this entire process. The
concept of global value chain refers to configurations of co-ordinated act-
ivities that are divided among firms and that have a global geographical
scale. (p. 77, emphases in original)

The key reference here is the seminal essay by Gereffi (1994). This provided a
conceptual framework for commodity chain analysis in which governance is
central to the overall coordination (and relative coherence) of a chain. Governance
relates closely to the notion of ‘drivenness’, that is, how, and how much, firms
in certain positions in a chain are able to control and steer its functioning to their
own benefit, which includes shaping the division of labour and distribution of
rewards along the chain.

When a group of firms in a particular functional position (or positions) in
a value chain is able to shape who does what (and at what price, on the
basis of which standards, to which specifications, and on the basis of
which delivery schedules) along the chain, they are said to be in a ‘lead
firm’ position (p. 81) . . . (lead firms) as a group control certain functions
that allow them to dictate the terms of participation by other actors in
different functional positions in the value chain (p. 99).

Deploying this central concept of chain governance, Gereffi distinguished producer-
driven chains in sectors with high technological and capital requirements, whose
lead firms subcontract more labour-intensive functions, and buyer-driven chains,
generally for more labour-intensive commodities, whose lead firms concentrate
market information, product design, and marketing and advertising, and outsource
production. The divisions of labour suggested here also connect with the
distribution of incentives and rewards. In producer-driven chains high levels of
technical expertise and capitalization act as barriers to entry for lead firms, as do
information, design and marketing expertise and costs for lead firms in buyer-
driven chains. Gereffi’s article focused on the latter: ‘how US retailers shape
overseas production networks’, notably in labour-intensive manufactured ex-
ports for personal consumption like garments (‘apparel’) and footwear whose
production he had studied in Latin America and East Asia. The similarity of
agricultural and horticultural export commodities today to these types of manu-
factures, in their journeys along chains driven by massive corporate capitals
(processors in the cocoa/chocolate and coffee chains, retailers in the citrus and
fresh vegetable chains), makes Gereffi’s model, articulated in the 1994 essay,
highly salient to the concerns of Gibbon and Ponte. In fact, they prefer that
model to some of Gereffi’s more recent work on governance (Gereffi et al. 2005)
for reasons we come back to.

This also carries over to their treatment of upgrading: in effect, the possibility
for (developing country) agents to get better returns from their activity in a
given value chain, by changing what they do and/or how they do it. Gibbon and
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Ponte propose (and illustrate) ‘the importance of detailed study of the dynamics
of specific value chains for understanding real-world patterns of upgrading’
(pp. 92 and 87–93) in contrast to more normative and governance-based appro-
aches to upgrading; this is pursued further in chapter 5.

In this book of two halves, the second half kicks off with chapter 4 on ‘the rise
of buyer-driven global value chains in Africa’. The authors specify a list of
questions about the value chains for the commodities studied by GLAF, begin-
ning with their historical dynamics and what explains the trend towards their
increased buyer-drivenness. This section (pp. 96–9) combines the global factors
presented in chapter 1 with the effects of structural adjustment and market
liberalization in African countries, including how the replacement of state
marketing boards and other agencies by ‘a multitude of small- and medium-
sized, resource-poor local private players’ (p. 97) greatly enhanced the bargain-
ing power of international traders and buyers.13 The latter loom large in discussion
of the second question concerning the main actors in the GVCs selected for
the GLAF study, their functional roles and activities. The main focus here is
on relations between lead firms and first-tier suppliers. Lead firms are the major
corporate retailers in the fresh fruit and vegetables and clothing chains, roasters-
branders in the coffee chain, and (‘competing but also cooperating’) grinders and
chocolate manufacturers-branders in the ‘bipolar’ lead firm structure of the cocoa
chain (pp. 99–104, 117).14 First-tier suppliers are defined as ‘other powerful agents’
immediately upstream of lead firms ‘who do most, or at least some, of the day-
to-day work of chain coordination’ (p. 104). They have different trajectories of
interest to histories of international trade. Some are longstanding international
firms dealing in primary commodities, usually originating in colonial trade, which
have to adapt to today’s restructuring of chains (tendencies towards greater
drivenness, greater concentration and competition, and so on). Others are ‘former
Northern manufacturers and wholesalers that are seeking to reinvent their supplier
status in new guises’ (p. 105). A third group are

(upwardly mobile) former producer-exporters . . . who have internation-
alized and acquired new functions as a means of responding to pressure on
their own margins from new Northern intermediaries . . . a much more
common phenomenon in respect to (former) producer-exporters based
in southern Europe, former white-settler colonies, and larger developing
countries than in developing countries more generally. (p. 105)

The functional roles and activities of lead firms, and how these are manifested
in their relations with first-tier suppliers, are discussed further in relation to

13 Also strengthened by ‘increased currency convertibility, transport market liberalization,
and . . . (cost reducing) technological developments in international communications and transport’
(p. 98). The implications of containerization, concentration in the shipping industry, and the
reconfiguration of global transport hubs associated with these developments, were studied as part of
GLAF – see the informative papers by Pedersen (2001, 2002).
14 The commodity missing here from the list of those investigated by GLAF is cotton; the cotton chain
‘lacks both clear lead firms and a category of first-tier suppliers’ for reasons explained on p. 107.
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questions of how formal regulatory frameworks facilitate particular forms of
governance, and of historical changes in GVC governance (pp. 108–13);15 and
questions of the strategies of lead firms (pp. 113–19) including their exercise
of leverage and power within chains. This continues the discussion of chain
drivenness/driving introduced in chapter 3, and characterized here as ‘the main
conceptual entry point to examining power relations within GVCs’ (this discus-
sion also continues from chapter 3 the critique of certain notions of governance).

In effect, the final part of chapter 4 both restates and amplifies the case for a
‘strong’ notion of chain drivenness – as a means to investigate power relations
between firms occupying different functional positions in chains, and also to
trace and explain (i) changes in the organization and functioning of chains and
(ii) sources and effects of specific variations in chain governance. The latter
include variations according to end markets, their histories and cultural differ-
ences and expectations, illustrated by the contrast in lead firm–first tier supplier
relations in the US and EU clothing chains and in the UK and Japanese citrus
chains. Other big questions signalled at the beginning of chapter 4 concerning
entry barriers and upgrading, and normative aspects of the functioning of chains,
are addressed in chapters 5 and 6 respectively.

As implied above, notions of upgrading within chains – and how to achieve
upgrading – represent the principal policy application of GVC analysis as applied
to prospects of development in poorer countries, in relation to their export
commodities and activities that add value to them. We also noted that prospects
for upgrading are the other side of the coin of entry barriers to various activities
or functions along the chain that seem to offer enhanced value added, returns or
profits. The presentation of upgrading – and indeed downgrading – in chapter 5
involves the most precise and nuanced application in Trading Down of its analytical
framework to the rich material of the empirical studies, which, of course, makes
summary even more difficult. Here second-tier suppliers figure more centrally
for the first time; in this context they are primarily local, that is, African, agents
who contract with the first-tier suppliers from whom they are located upstream.
The account is organized around two ‘stories’: one of raised entry barriers
for both first- and second-tier suppliers, the other of raised entry barriers for
first-tier suppliers and unchanged or even reduced ones for second-tier suppliers.
These stories are told in some detail, albeit very concisely, and their outcomes in
terms of upgrading, marginalization (downgrading) and exclusion (expulsion or
inability to enter) identified and analysed.

The first story applies to coffee, citrus and fresh vegetables, as well as to
clothing, and the second to cocoa and to cotton, with various outcomes for
second-tier suppliers of different commodities in the different countries studied.

15 Of special interest is the story of coffee, including the demise of what was once a relatively
successful International Commodity Agreement – ‘undermined by free-riding and squabbling over
quotas’ as well as by declining US support for Latin American producer countries as the Cold War
politics of the region changed – and the rise of coffee roasters to lead firm status in the chain
(pp. 109–10). For a fuller account see the monograph by Daviron and Ponte (2005), another product
of GLAF research, to be reviewed in the second instalment of this essay.
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In their analysis of outcomes Gibbon and Ponte point to the successful negotia-
tion of entry barriers by some African second-tier suppliers, and emphasize that
this is better understood through ‘the evolving reward structure for suppliers
implicit in the escalation of entry barriers and on the empirical roles available
to trigger those rewards’ than through some of the more conventional typologies
of opportunities for, and forms of, upgrading found in the GVC literature
(p. 127, and elaborated pp. 151–4). Outcomes can reflect all the different sources
of variations between different chains and their specific mechanisms and pres-
sures, with the analysis of outcomes also augmented by comparisons of coun-
tries supplying the same commodity (see note 8 above), for example, the different
fortunes of second-tier suppliers of cocoa in Côte d’Ivoire and Ghana, coffee in
Tanzania and Kenya, and cotton in Tanzania and Zimbabwe. In each instance,
the second of these pairs of supplier countries have done better, if for different,
and sometimes paradoxical, reasons.

In cocoa, all Ivoirien and Ghanaian attempts at functional upgrading into
grinding ventures were soon taken over by multinational companies (the grinder
lead firms in the global cocoa/chocolate chain). That Ghanaian cocoa retains the
historic price premium of the distinctive (and desirable) physical qualities of its
beans, Gibbon and Ponte regard as a result of inertia (like the continuing price
advantages of coffee in Kenya and Ethiopia, in contrast to Tanzania). Ivoirien
cocoa has lost its premium attached to national origin (in part an effect of techno-
logical changes in cocoa processing) and the benefits of forward sales that state
marketing once provided, but its second-tier suppliers benefit from the demands
of lead firms (grinder-traders) which have pursued vertical integration in order
to ensure volume of supply. The contrasting fortunes of cotton producers
in Tanzania and Zimbabwe (on which see Larsen 2006) have a lot to do with
differences in market coordination, and ‘system performance’, in the wake of
liberalization in the two countries (Gibbon 1999, 2001, on Tanzania; Larsen 2002
on Zimbabwe). More generally, Gibbon and Ponte conclude that in Africa today
there are ‘relatively few examples of clearly successful local upgrading. Indeed,
even active attempts at any form of upgrading are few’ – not surprising perhaps
as ‘opportunities for upgrading of any kind by African participants seem to be
limited in the value chains examined’ (p. 158). Moreover, the success stories that
can be cited – of citrus in South Africa, cotton in Zimbabwe, fresh fruit and
vegetables in Kenya, and clothing in Mauritius (to the late 1990s) – owed more
to private coordination than to public action. Private coordination ‘in turn rested
on high concentrations of private economic power’, usually in the hand of non-
African business elites in those countries (p. 160).

Chapter 6 presents a contrast to chapters 4 and 5, for here a new body of
literature is introduced, namely that on convention theory (CT) which Gibbon
and Ponte believe can complement GVC analysis in mutually beneficial ways:

Convention theory enriches GVC analysis . . . through a better under-
standing of the normative dimensions of governance and its consumption-
related aspects. GVC analysis enriches convention theory’s sociological
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preoccupation with normative structures as constraints to action through
a new approach to the issue of economic power. (p. x)

While this aspiration to combine the two bodies of theory is set out in the
Preface – together with the authors’ view that it is one of the principal ‘novelties’
of Trading Down – the fact that it comes in the last substantive chapter suggests
that CT arrived as something of an afterthought. In effect, it looks like an
add on: ‘quality issues (in addition to volume, economies of scale and prices) are
central in understanding the way “lead firms” shape the functional division of
labour and entry barriers along a value chain’ (emphasis added).16

This impression is supported by the structure and style of chapter 6. A brief
discussion of ‘quality in economic analysis’ (pp. 164–6)17 is followed by a longer
and sometimes confusing summary exposition of CT and its (considerable)
ambitions (pp. 166–76), and then a (re)statement of useful links between GVC
analysis and CT (pp. 176–8). A welcome return to the case study evidence in
relation to quality, entry barriers and GVC governance (pp. 178–82) quickly
gives way to another longer and more general (albeit also mostly more concrete)
discussion of conventions and GVC governance (pp. 182–94) with a table
(pp. 192–3) of the linkages between key categories of CT and GVC analysis in
the chains studied by GLAF (and which provides yet another occasion to recall
the critique of Gereffi et al. 2005). It might have been better if the authors had
constructed this chapter around the results neatly summarized in that useful
table, which in fact draws on a relatively small part of the trawl through the
CT literature (a trawl that includes noting its ‘inconsistencies and inadequacies’,
p. 196).

As the table highlights, the conceptual element of CT that Gibbon and Ponte
draw on centrally is a typology of quality conventions as market, domestic,
industrial and civic (in the order of their presentation on p. 170 rather than in the
table). Market refers to the price determination of commodities when there is no
uncertainty about quality; domestic to the solution of uncertainty about quality
through trust (whether between actors, or expressed in ‘narratives of place’/
‘origin-based trust narratives’, p. 183, or in the reputations of private brands,
which they signal as possibly meriting a sub-category of ‘proprietary conven-
tions’); industrial to a system in which ‘an external party . . . determines common
norms or standards and enforces them via instrument-based testing, inspection
and certification’ (p. 170); while civic coordination of quality is characterized by
‘collective commitment to welfare’, that is, ‘the identity of a product is related to
its impact on society or the environment’ (p. 170). The last is more recent and is
attributed to the politics of consumption generated by ‘social movements’ for
fair or ethical trade and for ‘green’ production and consumption (e.g. of ‘organic’

16 Also verbatim in Ponte and Gibbon (2005, 22), which reprises chapter 6 in an article that
appeared simultaneously with the book.
17 ‘Quality in economic analysis’ has a nicely (deliberately?) ambiguous resonance, with the conclusion
that there isn’t much.
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foods). The ‘organizing principles’ that correspond to each type of quality conven-
tion are, respectively, competitiveness, loyalty, productivity and welfare.

In applying this schema to their empirical findings, Gibbon and Ponte’s broad
conclusion is that industrial conventions are increasingly applied to managing
quality (as well as still to the quality of commodities), and that in the GVCs of
the GLAF case studies there is a ‘reconsolidation of a compromise between
industrial and market quality conventions’, albeit manifested with considerable
variation including both increasing complexity and ‘vulgarization’ of quality
content in various GVCs and their specific branches (pp. 186–7).

(T)here may be more continuity in the market-industrial compromise than
previously thought – as features of domestic and civic conventions are
absorbed into industrial conventions, and as the differences between indus-
trial and market conventions may be decreasing with improved prospects
for standardization within a large number of differentiated product lines.
(p. 187)

Is this not what we would expect in terms of the ‘normal’ functioning of corpo-
rate capital today, including its likely responses to a politics of consumption
expressed as ‘civic’ quality conventions (‘ethical’ consumption)? This is one kind
of issue we return to in our discussion of Gibbon and Ponte’s argument, after
briefly noting their conclusions in chapter 7, titled ‘Trading Down?’. This pro-
vides a neat overview and summary of the principal findings of the book, and
notes the double – and in effect paradoxical – meaning of ‘trading down’: first as
‘shorthand for some of the precise processes lying behind Africa’s experience of
trade disintegration’ (p. 201), and second to sum up the practices of ‘the small
number of African-based enterprises which, in the chains considered here, have
consolidated roles as second-tier suppliers or . . . gained a foothold in relation to
first-tier supplier status’. The key point is that such experiences of ‘upgrading’
(few as they are) have proceeded by ‘trading down’: by exploiting ‘economies of
scale, relatively high levels of specialization, and simple and labour-intensive
technologies’ that reflect ‘the realities of African resource endowments’ (p. 203) –
in short, the opposite of the strategies and practices celebrated by the ‘post-
Fordist’ ideal-type of upgrading exemplified by corporate capital with lead firm
and (more typical) first-tier supplier status.

TRADING DOWN: DISCUSSION

Our discussion is organized mainly around two clusters of issues that start to
emerge from the exposition and are of likely interest to readers of this Journal.
The first cluster concerns what Gibbon and Ponte mean by ‘capitalism’ and
by ‘political economy’, and their view of the analytical tools the latter makes
available for the investigation of the former. The second cluster concerns
debate about development, including a familiar ghost that continues to haunt
it apparently, despite the new conditions of globalization, namely that of the
‘nationality’ of capital and its effects.
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Capitalism and its Political Economy

Here is a passage that suggests the centrality of capitalism to Gibbon and Ponte’s
account, and their commitment to ‘historical political economy’:

When overall forms of governance are examined, the producer-driven and,
especially, buyer-driven categories remain valuable, both for describing
historical processes and as a typological device. Obviously, one descriptor
cannot capture the complexity of real-world value chains. However, in
the same vein, one would not discard the concept of capitalism just because
socialism is dead. Rather, one attempts a fine-tuning of the concept by
adding underlying components to its description and makes predictions
about the future based on historical dynamics, in line with the tradition of
historical political economy. (pp. 86–7; emphases added; see also p. 205)

The exact meaning of ‘capitalism’, however, is as elusive as capitalism is central
to the book (whose first, scene-setting, chapter is titled ‘The Age of Global
Capitalism’). One wonders what ‘components’, if any, ‘underlie’ the analytical
vocabulary they deploy, which is very much that of a style of contemporary
economic sociology, broadly speaking, and which views the (capitalist) economy
– and indeed defines it? – as constituted by ‘specific investments, exchanges and
contracts that express the calculations (and miscalculations) of specific enterprises
and individuals’ (p. 197; see also p. 1). As should be clear from the exposition
above, the vocabulary of their specific analyses likewise centres on enterprises:
their contractual relations with each other within value chains; their places within
the divisions of labour, incentive structures and distributions of gains of different
value chains; their business strategies and practices; how chains are coordinated
(and often ‘driven’) by particular processes of ‘governance’, usually dominated
by certain kinds of enterprises (lead firms); how the functioning of value chains
(and changes in their functioning) are shaped by the interactions of their internal
dynamics (inter-enterprise contracts and exchanges) with wider institutional frame-
works, rules and systems of regulation, and so on.

Even if it is difficult to extract, or infer, any clear sense from this of what,
if anything, ‘underlies’ the restless energies and (re)positionings of capital qua
‘enterprise’ (or firm) – for example, class and other social relations of production
(and of distribution and consumption) or patterns of accumulation – Gibbon and
Ponte’s view of capitalism writ large is sketched by their emphases on what
makes it distinctive today compared with even its recent past, namely contem-
porary globalization. This seems to both reflect and stimulate processes of (i)
corporate ‘financialization’ (with its own proximate causes, or contributory factors)
and (ii) the saturation of markets for commodities of personal consumption,
the former associated with shareholder value and the latter with strategies of
oligopolistic rent seeking, both of which affect the restructuring of GVCs.
Globalization is defined straightforwardly (p. 16) as ‘increasing global opportu-
nities for trade, investment and financial mobilization’, also with relatively straight-
forward spatial dimensions that include the massive industrial development,
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and share of world trade in manufactures of Asian countries other than Japan
(which mostly began before current globalization, however), and the intensified
development problems of poorer countries of which those of sub-Saharan Africa
are emblematic. A highly specific feature of globalization that could easily be
missed but is especially important to the restructuring of GVCs in commodities
of personal consumption, above all their tendencies towards buyer-drivenness, is
the internationalization of corporate capital in retailing.

Importantly – and in contrast to ‘globalization enthusiasts’ (and enthusiasts
of post-Fordism) – Gibbon and Ponte note that the broader context of their study
is a period of relative economic stagnation in the capitalist world economy. In
doing so, and for the only time in their book, they invoke the world systems
approach of Hopkins and Wallerstein (1986, 1994) to illustrate a substantive
point:

Throughout the history of capitalism a rough association has prevailed
between periods of economic boom and trends towards vertical integra-
tion, and conversely between periods of economic stagnation and out-
sourcing. If the present period is exceptional in its extent and degree of
outsourcing, it is because of the contrast between the massive increase in
buyer power and the relatively limited growth of demand. (p. 24)18

If Gibbon and Ponte’s approach to capitalism, and to its GVCs, is best located
within the broad area of contemporary economic sociology (as suggested above)
they also stake a claim to ‘political economy’ as a field of analysis centred, above
all, on (i) enterprises as the key economic actors in capitalism, and (ii) contracts
and exchanges between enterprises as structuring GVCs and institutional and
regulatory frameworks. Their political economy, like their general view of
capitalism, has to be inferred. Its distinctiveness relative to other approaches,
including in the GVC literature, seems to hinge on two claims: the importance
of history and historical analysis and the importance of confronting the condi-
tions, practices and effects of (unequal) economic power. Several instances of the
former have just been cited (see also, for example, chapter 2 passim and pp. 96–9,
108–19); here we focus more on where and how power enters their argument.

One evident and important focus of (unequal) power that provides an import-
ant dimension of their argument throughout concerns relations between the North
and South of global capitalism. While the South has clearly become more differ-
entiated over time in terms of its uneven forms and rates of development, those
changes subsumed under ‘globalization’ have generally reinforced inequalities

18 Remember that by ‘buyer power’ they mean lead firms in buyer-driven GVCs, not the strength
of consumer demand (or ‘sovereignty’), on which see further below. Giovanni Arrighi (1994; Arrighi
and Moore, 2001) – surely the most powerful, and most marxisant, theorist of the world systems
approach? – also designates the current phase of global capitalism as one of relative stagnation. In his
framework of ‘systemic cycles of accumulation’ we inhabit a second period of financial expansion in
the current cycle which follows a period of material expansion (and represents the ‘signal crisis’ of the
dominant regime of accumulation). For this reason Arrighi is sceptical of the ‘financialization’ thesis,
or at least of its historical novelty hence also of explanations of that presumed novelty.
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in the global economy, and certainly as these bear down on poorer countries
like those of sub-Saharan Africa. This is convincingly argued in the analysis of
the ‘new international trade regime’ as a structure of regulation (rather than
‘deregulation’, as in conventional discourse), comprising both the range and
effects of WTO agreements and the proliferation of PTAs (including the EU and
NAFTA) within which almost half of world trade is conducted. PTAs may often
be stimulated in the interests of more rapid trade liberalization, even when this
can ‘only be obtained for a more focused version of mercantilism . . . easier to
force through in bilateral trade agreements than multilateral ones’ (p. 66). The
effects for the South of these various forms of the new international trade regime
are generally detrimental, as are most effects for African economies of a second
manifestation of economic power, and that most closely analysed in Trading
Down, namely the tendencies towards (Northern) buyer-drivenness of GVCs for
most of Africa’s agricultural and horticultural exports.

This is a strategic argument of Gibbon and Ponte, not only in their analysis
of the findings of the GLAF case studies, but in their conceptual and methodol-
ogical reflections. Indeed, the concern to reinstate consideration of governance
as the overall coordination of chains and, in the case of buyer-driven chains in
particular, to acknowledge the role of economic power wielded by lead firms,
is a thread that runs through chapters 3–5 (and into chapter 6). It is the more
striking in that this involves counterposing the notion of power in Gereffi’s
original formulation of chain drivenness to his more recent work, which appears
to have abandoned it in favour of a different (and more formal) typological
approach to governance and upgrading, notably in Gereffi et al. (2005). This,
according to Gibbon and Ponte, conflates ‘immediate forms of coordination and
overall forms of governance’ (p. 83, also pp. 81–7, 119–20, 190–1), and the ways
in which the latter manifest buyer power and market power (inter alia, pp. 83,
92, 119, 122, 126).19

Along with accommodating, as appropriate, power relations as a concern of
their economic sociology/political economy, it is clear that for Gibbon and Ponte
GVC analysis is not simply a heuristic approach that generates a ‘loosely knit set
of studies’ – as they remark of the French filière approach (p. 75) – but constitutes
a relatively coherent substantive paradigm (see note 7 above), albeit one that can
accommodate ‘various . . . schools of thought’ (p. 119).20 For example:

The GVC approach provides a view of international trade that differs
radically from that found in economic trade theory . . . it sees trade not

19 Gibbon and Ponte also distance their position from some of the (once?) modish ideas about post-
Fordism (pp. 88, 202) and contract farming (pp. 149–51), as well as recent GVC work by Gereffi and
others, noted earlier, with its tendency towards greater formalism – in part because of its engagement
with (neo-classical) institutional economics, for example, concerning transaction costs issues in value
chain functioning?
20 For a fuller account of the filière approach, and comparison with that of global commodity
chains, see Raikes et al. (2000). For one of the authors of this review, an attraction of the filière
approach was precisely that it could be used heuristically in combination with the substantive
theoretical framework of materialist political economy (Bernstein 1996).
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only as being embedded in, but to a considerable extent determined by,
specific (but changing) institutional structures. It also sees these institu-
tions as arising from specific historical processes rather than evolving from
systemic functional needs. (p. 93)

Here the kind of economic sociology/political economy they apply and seek
to develop in Trading Down is distinguished from, on one hand, conventional
economics, and, on the other hand, from, well, what? A likely reading is that
‘systemic functional needs’ here is an oblique reference to world systems theory
as chapter 3, from which the quotation is taken, begins with a brief summary of
Hopkins and Wallerstein’s framework of commodity chains. By extension, the
methodological criticism implied by this reference applies to various, Marxist
and other structuralist, accounts of the formation and periodization of the world
economy – in short, other versions of ‘historical political economy’ from which
Gibbon and Ponte wish to distance their approach, even if this is achieved
principally by silences in their text.

A fuller indication of the kind of economic sociology/political economy they
favour is provided by the opening to, or embrace of, CT (convention theory).
This is announced in the Preface to the book (as one of its ‘novelties’, above),
and the relevance of CT is also implied, in a different manner, by the discussions
in chapter 1 of corporate supermarket uses of own-label products (pp. 19–20)
and of brand development (pp. 29–31) in the context of oligopolistic competition/
rent seeking. Subsequently chapter 3 states that ‘GVC analysis focuses on more
explicit structural elements of production, distribution and consumption than on
the social/cultural/symbolic relations among actors’ (p. 77). Laying the basis for
some synthesis of these two sets of concerns, and demonstrating its utility to
understanding the functioning of GVCs, is the principal object of chapter 6: ‘The
aim is to use some of the insights of convention theory, especially its cognitive
and normative aspects, to advance the broader theoretical discussion of (private
and public) forms of governance in the global economy’ (p. 161). How plausibly
this aim is achieved is another matter, as suggested in the exposition above.

Symptomatic of the tensions and difficulties of chapter 6 is that elements of
CT appear to work best for Gibbon and Ponte’s purpose when deployed most
narrowly or instrumentally, that is, when applied to ‘how lead firms define and
manage quality’ in relation to their suppliers, hence shaping functional divisions
of labour and entry barriers along the chain (p. 164): CT ‘provides an innova-
tive way of looking at issues of coordination of activities and mechanisms of
enforcing governance through their cognitive/normative, and not only material,
preoccupations’ (p. 177).

Its utility is less convincing in the more general exposition of CT and in its
application to ‘legitimate forms of corporate organization and interfirm rela-
tions’. Concerning the former, and perhaps as an effect of trying to summarize
a large (and for many readers unfamiliar) literature, as well as issues of the
relevance of doing so for their specific purposes, Gibbon and Ponte run the risk
of making CT sound like an introductory textbook in sociology, for example:
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conventions are defined as a broad group of mutual expectations that
include, but are not limited to, institutions. Although institutions are
collective and intentional objects that are set up for the purpose of imple-
menting an intention, conventions may also arise from a shared set of
regularities that are unintentional . . . ‘people do not (necessarily) need
institutions to know how to act’ . . . rules are not decided prior to action,
but emerge in the process of actions aimed at solving problems of coor-
dination . . . we can see a convention as a system of reciprocal expectations
about the behaviour of others. (pp. 166–7)

And so on, with similar lack of illumination, including citing – as an example of
CT at work – a periodization of capitalism over the past century as three succes-
sive ‘worlds’, ‘value systems’, ‘logics’ or ‘spirits’ (all used interchangeably):
respectively (i) ‘something akin to a domestic world based on the entrepreneurial
bourgeoisie’ (c.1900 onwards?); (ii) ‘an industrial and meritocratic logic’ (1940s–
1970s), and (iii) a ‘network logic’ (since the 1980s).21 Given such apparently free-
ranging idealist notions, and the position of CT that markets ‘function on the
basis of principles of product qualification’, Gibbon and Ponte have to try to
discipline or anchor (re-materialize, as it were?) all this by acknowledging
that ‘the obsession with quality does not necessarily (sic) mean that volume,
economies of scale, and price are out of the picture. More likely, they still play a
role, together with more refined aspects of quality in defining the parameters of
competitiveness’ (p. 168).22 Given that they have a great deal to say, one wonders
why they undertook this excursus into the general models of CT which is more
a distraction than a support to their own substantive arguments. Also distracting
is their (ostensible) application of CT to ‘legitimate forms of corporate organiza-
tion and interfirm relations’, which is inserted in the exposition of the main
business of chapter 6 on the role of quality conventions in chain governance (and
in conditions of oligopolistic competition). Fortunately this is much briefer
(pp. 187–9), and principally reprises some of the effects of financialization, albeit
now in the vocabulary of ‘a financialist convention’ which does not add any
analytical value to the argument.

The aspect of chapter 6 that probably most links its concerns to wider debates
is its discussion of quality conventions in relation to consumption, again a
discussion with different functions and faces. On one hand, it is striking that
Gibbon and Ponte present consumption in such encompassing and powerful

21 Of which (ii) and (iii) sound similar to Fordism and post-Fordism subject, of course, to some
issues of timing – but then the CT literature is predominantly French and the development of
capitalism in France did lag behind that in the USA from which the classic notion of Fordism was
derived (as the term itself registers). If the principal point here is actually about ideology, why not
simply say so? And this is what Boltanski and Chiapello (2002), the authors of this typology/
periodization, do at one point: the ‘spirit of capitalism’ is defined as ‘the ideology that justifies
people’s commitment to capitalism, and which renders this commitment attractive’ (as cited in
chapter 6, endnote 5, p. 222).
22 The use of ‘necessarily’ in the first sentence quoted is one of Gibbon and Ponte’s characteristic
(and symptomatic?) stylistic tics.
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terms (and not least relative to their reticence about much of political economy).
For example, ‘broader social narratives and practices concerning quality may partly
shape different forms of coordination and entry barriers at different nodes in a
chain’ (p. 178, emphasis added). Similarly, ‘(b)road quality conventions relate to
fundamental social-structural trends’ (p. 194, emphasis added) – albeit those trends,
in Northern capitalist countries, are not identified nor explained, nor is social
structure invoked anywhere else in the book. Because, presumably, those
(unspecified) social-structural trends are so fundamental:

Lead firms are by no means in complete control of the governance of
consumption . . . even modifications in (the) mix and hierarchy (of broad
quality conventions) are shaped largely independently of the wishes of lead firms.
The latter may occur, for example, via the rise of new social movements
(organic, fair trade . . . ) or through the institutionalization of new bodies
of expertise concerning good taste, developed for example by lifestyle
journalists and gurus, fashion scouts, property makeover consultants, and
celebrity cooks. (p. 194, emphasis added)

Here, then, is a list of actors that might not have occurred to you as key drivers
of the dynamics of contemporary capitalism – precisely those whose vocation is
to generate ‘the ideology that justifies people’s commitment to capitalism, and
which renders this commitment attractive’ (see note 20 above).

On the other hand, Gibbon and Ponte make a series of more critical, if largely
unremarkable, observations about consumption, first that the ‘quality turn litera-
ture relies almost exclusively on case studies based in the North (and especially in
Europe23)’ (p. 172). ‘A political economy reading of conventions’ – with political
economy again signalling issues of power, and inequality – ‘indicates that some
actors are more influential than others, and that many actors express preferences
within limited parameters of choice’. Indeed! ‘That issue is particularly relevant
in relation to the role of consumers – whose power in the contemporary global
economy is often romanticized in marketing and management manuals’ (p. 176).
Indeed once more! To give a specific example, branding of coffee ‘does not mean
that a higher price necessarily buys a better coffee. Packaging, shelf placing
(in supermarkets), and advertisement also play a large role in establishing
consumers’ ideas of quality’ (p. 180).

Most significantly in chapter 6, and drawing on work on fair trade (including
labour standards) and organic produce – the arenas of civic (‘welfare’) conven-
tions for which social movements campaign – Gibbon and Ponte conclude that

labelling and certification are organized in terms of an industrial convention,
and relationships with some mainstream marketers who carry fair trade

23 Again one wonders whether this may be because of historical differences in cultures of consump-
tion, with a more belated transition from domestic (including more localized) to market-industrial (and
more globalized) quality conventions in large parts of mainland Europe than in the USA (followed
by Britain); see also note 21 above. The other side of the coin is that innovations in corporate
structure and strategy are often observed and analysed first in the USA, as the titles of the much-cited
papers by Gereffi (1994) and Sturgeon (2002) indicate.
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coffee are based on a market convention. A similar argument can be made
in relation to organic products . . . A parallel trend may be observed in the
case of clothing . . . The setting of strict and objective quality standards in
many initiatives that promise sustainability . . . can also be interpreted as an
attempted incorporation of industrial conventions, which in the process
subordinate engagement with domestic and civic norms to other ends. In other
words, lead firms may attempt to fold the threats to leadership arising from
the increasing importance of civic conventions into the operational environment
of the market-industrial convention. (p. 185, emphases added)

GVCs and African Development

Unlike the more exaggerated (culturalist) manifestations of the ‘quality turn’ in
commodity studies, Trading Down juxtaposes the picture of a North where the
fantasies of personal consumption are stimulated and steered by an influential
corps of ‘lifestyle journalists and gurus, fashion scouts, property makeover
consultants, and celebrity cooks’ with an altogether sombre vision of African
economic realities (and prospects). However, given what we have said about the
elusive, and also restrictive, meaning of capitalism in the text, and similarly of
the political economy brought to bear on it, it is perhaps not surprising that the
account of Africa’s place in a global economy – as constructed through the
detailed analysis of a number of value chains – contains some strategic ambigui-
ties that, in turn, suggest underlying analytical tensions and lacunae. First is a
very basic question of who in Africa gains (and loses) from export performance
for the commodities (and countries) investigated in the GLAF case studies, apart
from the obvious (and incomplete) answer of ‘national economies’ as assumed
in the conventions of statistics on trade, foreign exchange earnings, and the
like. Beyond this, the only specific and tangible answer – in the framework of
Gibbon and Ponte’s political economy of GVCs – can be and is African enterprises
or firms.24 These, it will be recalled, are overwhelmingly second- and especially
third-tier suppliers (and those upstream of them). But what ‘African’ signifies
is not at all evident, nor is the presumed connection between the fortunes of
enterprises designated as ‘African’ (or, better, ‘national’) and ‘development’ in
any broader sense of economic growth. We illustrate these problems from some
of the detail of the African links or sites of the chains presented in the book.

A first example was mentioned earlier in our exposition: the short-lived
attempts between 1985 and 1995 by parastatal and public-private joint enterprises

24 The detailed reports of the African fieldwork studies of GLAF (listed in Gibbon and Ponte) in
some cases contain useful information on the returns to actors upstream in the commodity/value
chains investigated, including small (if not undifferentiated) farmers and crop traders and processors
– all of whom might be held to constitute ‘firms’ in the conceptual framework of GVC and other
economic sociology (as, indeed, in that of neo-classical economics). Larsen (2006), cited earlier, is a
useful and lucid analysis, drawing on work done within GLAF, of differing returns to cotton farmers
in Tanzania and Zimbabwe that are attributed to contrasting, and important, organizational aspects
of the cotton chain in the two countries (as noted earlier).
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in Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire to upgrade into cocoa grinding. ‘By 2003, all these
ventures were in foreign hands’, hence Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire ‘can no longer
be regarded as having upgraded’ (p. 157). This is true by definition, but what
were the implications for economic development in those countries in, terms,
say of employment and incomes, of linkage effects, and of accumulation more
broadly? Automatic disqualification of any possible developmental effects because
of foreign ownership recalls some of the (nationalist) simplicities of dependency
theory (which Gibbon and Ponte would be among the first to disavow). Another
example is textile and garment production for export to the USA under the
terms of the US Africa Growth and Opportunity Act of 2000 (AGOA). ‘Initial
work on AGOA . . . suggests a major surge of clothing exports by a group of
anglophone countries in eastern and southern Africa . . . based mainly on FDI
(foreign direct investment), especially by Far Eastern enterprises’ (p. 71). Gibbon
and Ponte explain that companies in Mauritius and to a large extent South Africa
– the two case studies of garments in the GLAF research programme – were
less well positioned to benefit from AGOA provisions for exports to the USA
‘because their business models and overhead structures were geared to very
different end markets’ (p. 71). That much is clear, but surely ‘a major surge of
clothing exports’ from the eastern and southern African countries concerned
may represent ‘development’ in some form, including in terms of employment
(and see below on Mauritian garment enterprises)? This question demands at least
some acknowledgement of its relevance (if not ‘necessarily’ any simple answer),
and all the more so as Gibbon and Ponte note that one or two of the new PTAs,
including AGOA, for all their limits ‘incorporate significant improvements
in preferences for certain products where African LDCs have a comparative
advantage’ (p. 201). More broadly still: ‘any meaningful improvement in Africa’s
position within GVCs is bound to rely on foreign direct investment in the short
term’ (p. 160).25

The most intriguing, or baffling, case of the ‘nationality’ of capital, and its
effects for development, is that of Mauritian capital in garment production qua
‘enterprise’. As garment supply was globally outsourced by Northern retailers,
garment manufacture in Mauritius – in enterprises owned by Mauritian firms, of
different sizes and with their own patterns of sub-contracting – enjoyed a re-
markable boom period, stimulating virtually full employment on the island. It is
in the logic of outsourcing in globalization, and its spatial divisions of labour,
that others aim to compete with existing centres of production. Smaller garment
firms in Mauritius started to close in the first half of the 1990s, after which larger
enterprises began to experience the full pressures of international price competition.

25 And in the longer term ‘a resuscitation of the African state’, while recognizing the many inad-
equacies of states in Africa, and their developmental failures, not least when they controlled much of
the organization and virtually all of the marketing of the ‘traditional’ export crops studied in GLAF
– the three ‘C’s of cocoa, coffee and cotton (pp. 72, 97, 149, 160). Gibbon and Ponte continue
to observe that a key objective of the revival of state capacity is ‘new frameworks for public
regulation . . . (particularly) for agricultural products, where regulation has a potentially decisive role in
lowering entry barriers to local producers’ (p. 160, emphases added).
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Gibbon and Ponte provide an instructive account of their responses. One was to
relocate ‘some existing (and all new) business to Madagascar, where wages were
only around 25 percent or less than those of those in Mauritius’. A second
response ‘in Mauritius itself, was to replace local labor with foreign contract
labor’, not to reduce wage levels but because imported workers were perceived
as having significantly higher productivity and were more flexible in terms of
hours worked (hence reducing unit wage costs). These two measures ‘created
around 50,000 new jobs in Madagascar during the period 1996–2001, while
replacing 20 percent of the domestic labor force (in Mauritius) with migrant
labor’ (p. 139). The most successful Mauritian garment firm has also established
factories in Senegal as well as Madagascar (pp. 154–5).

Of the many ‘stories’ drawing on the specificities, complexities and mutations
of particular value chains in Trading Down, this is the only one where labour, and
labour costs, play a significant part (they are otherwise largely subsumed in more
general price competitiveness issues of different sites of production). It is also a
story in which the ‘nationality’ of capital and its development effects – above all
in terms of employment creation (and loss) – start to diverge. What is good
for (some) Mauritian garment firms, and especially as they internationalized
their production, can no longer be considered automatically good for Mauritian
development, for its economy and more specifically its working class. How is
investment by those firms in other countries any different, in principle, from
other FDI, say from that of (ethnically) Chinese capital in garment production in
southern Africa? Even if, in certain respects, this suggests a successful business
strategy (in effect, by downgrading through production of lower specification or
other lower quality commodities, as in Madagascar), then how are the benefits
distributed? Is there a sense in which the most successful garment firm from
Mauritius has started to disqualify itself as ‘Mauritian’ as it starts, in however
modest a fashion, to globalize itself ?

These questions point to problems in the ways that Gibbon and Ponte try to
connect GVC analysis with issues of African development, to which a further
twist can be noted. In the previous section we noted their conclusion that the
few GVC success stories in Africa they identify, including clothing in Mauritius,
owed more to private coordination than to public action. Moreover, private
coordination ‘in turn rested on high concentrations of private economic power’,
usually in the hands of ‘non-African business elites’ in the countries concerned
(p. 160). A further point, then, with all its historic poignancy, is that the confu-
sions about the ‘nationality’ of capital, of enterprise and of development we have
suggested also seem to risk conflating, from one page to the next, ‘African’ as
geographical-cum-political status and as ethnic designation: the former present-
ing Mauritian garment manufacture as the sole clear example of ‘more than
a handful of African-owned second-tier suppliers’ in a given chain (p. 159, our
emphasis), the latter suggesting that they represent a non-African business elite
(p. 160, our emphasis).

On the more general point, the focus in Trading Down on the functioning of
GVCs, itself centred on enterprises and inter-enterprise relations, does less than
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one might hope to connect with issues of development, and of development
as necessarily posing questions about national economies: their class structures;
structures of production and employment; patterns and scale of accumula-
tion; backward and forward linkages; size, density and scope of the domestic
market; income distribution, and so on. The relevance of such questions, let alone
answers to them, is neither adequately covered by the shorthand of ‘resource
endowments’ that Gibbon and Ponte deploy nor short-circuited by globalization
‘enthusiasm’ (the end of any meaningful ‘national’ features), as Gibbon and Ponte
would agree; nor are answers to those questions doomed to follow the narrow
tracks laid down by some (simple) versions of dependency theory. Indeed, the
absence of class analysis of Africa in Trading Down is all the more striking given
that the virtually sole manifestation of class that draws comment is where it
combines with ethnic identity, in ‘the high concentrations of private economic
power’ by non-(ethnically) African ‘business elites’ in the once settler colonies
of Kenya, South Africa and Zimbabwe or descended from the migrations of
indentured labour (and other South Asians) to Mauritius.

TRADING DOWN: ASSESSMENT

Gibbon and Ponte have produced an impressive and important work of consider-
ably concentrated and intense intellectual reflection. Trading Down builds on a
unique set of detailed studies of African export commodities and the markets
they supply, which it seeks to connect with analytical literatures on global value
chains and the methods and models they provide, and to connect the latter with
a (much) more selective set of ideas about contemporary capitalism and its
globalization. In doing so, it extends the range of GVC literature to date: in its
attempt (i) to integrate economic and sociological approaches to the functioning
of value chains, presented respectively as the material (GVC) and the normative
(CT); (ii) to incorporate issues of international trade and its institutional and
regulatory frameworks to extend the scope of GVC analysis; and (iii) to use this
more expansive approach to understand better the problems and prospects of
African exports as an aspect (potential engine?) of economic development in
Africa.

In pursuing these considerable ambitions, Gibbon and Ponte represent a
revisionist position in the GVC literature in several ways. One is conceptual and
methodological: to (re-) instate the consideration of (unequal) power relations
in GVC analysis, especially through reviving and refining the notion of chain
drivenness with special reference to buyer-driven chains. A second (informed by
the first) is substantive and with important policy implications: the argument
that opportunities to improve African export performance rely more on skilful
‘trading down’ than upgrading as conventionally framed in GVC theory. This
is a matter of recognizing the opportunities as well as constraints of Africa’s
‘resource endowments’ and of identifying appropriate spaces for its exports within
the shifting divisions of labour of global capitalism – both of which could benefit
by learning from the experience of China (p. 203).
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The scale of these ambitions and the intellectual intensity with which they are
pursued do not make for a reader-friendly text. Some formulations are com-
pressed to the point of making great demands of the reader at best, others to the
point of almost defying comprehension at worst. Several reasons for this have
been implied and illustrated. One is that the book is structured as much by its
silences as by its declarations. Another is that quite substantial sections of the
text, and notably passages of the discussion of the GVC and CT literatures in
chapters 3 and 6 respectively, appear almost like thinking aloud with the risk that
what preoccupies the authors – what they are striving to make sense of in defin-
ing their own position – is not transparent or accessible to readers other than the
cognoscenti.26 Perhaps connected with this effect is that the intellectual potency,
and striving for precision, that characterizes most of the text is sometimes sub-
verted by observations of surprising (and surely pointless) banality, of which a
prime example was quoted above, namely that ‘some actors are more influential
than others, and that many actors express preferences within limited parameters
of choice’. It might well be that this is not so much a lapse as it is symptomatic
of the strains of taking on so much within a relatively limited space and,
more importantly, of weaknesses intrinsic to the conceptual apparatus of the
literatures – on GVCs and (especially?) CT – that Gibbon and Ponte base
their analysis on.27 This in turn connects with a final point. The text of Trading
Down is notable for its judicious and careful, even cautious, tone, in part a
manifestation of its striving for precision just noted. That precision is evident in
both the empirical analysis, and its respect for the specificities and detail of the
case studies, and the conceptual exposition in which the authors often point
to specific lacunae, confusions and other shortcomings of the literatures they
consider and draw on.

In short, they do not want to overstate their case and their caution is
expressed in some characteristically sophisticated theoretical and methodological
observations. At the same time it is striking how committed they are to the
GVC approach and, more surprisingly to us (as should be evident), to con-
vention theory or CT. This is striking because of the sense – that we have
remarked on several times – of the silences in the text. There is a kind of encom-
passing zone of strategic silence about the fundamental intellectual choice that
the commitment to GVC analysis (and subsequently CT) represents. The
few indications of choice are statements en passant that the kind of economic
sociology Gibbon and Ponte favour can pose and pursue issues which con-
ventional economics can not; the silence is most deafening on why they favour
the ‘historical political economy’ they deploy – centred on the constitution and
functioning of (different kinds of ) enterprises and inter-enterprise relations – over

26 A matter of (insufficient) distance between the mode of investigation and the mode of exposition,
as Marx once put it?
27 As we illustrated in the previous section, precision – while a key intellectual virtue – does not in
itself guarantee consistency or illumination.
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other versions of political economy, and indeed how they locate the former in
relation to the latter.28

Given this commitment to GVC as a theoretical ‘paradigm’, it is surprising
that the final pages of the text, a short section (pp. 203–5) on ‘GVC analysis and
future research directions’, serves more as a (further) summary of the structure
of the argument than as an indication of ‘future research’. A more strategic if
brief statement in endnote 7 to chapter 3 (pp. 215–6) defends and extends the
scope and agenda of the paradigm by noting ‘a process of embedding GVC in
relation to different forms of state regulation, business cultures, expectations,
and values’, that is, topics within the field of what we have (broadly) termed
‘economic sociology’. If the present authors can be allowed the indulgence of
quoting an observation from the (sole) commodity study completed by one
of us:

the advantages of the filière approach in cutting a particular ‘slice’ from
larger economic organisms to examine under the analytical microscope,
may have corresponding disadvantages if we lose sight of the entities from
which the ‘slice’ is extracted, how and where it fits into, and is shaped by,
other elements of those entities. (Bernstein 1996, 128)29

Gibbon and Ponte might respond that their analysis of the dynamics of
globalization, of international trade regimes, of the tendencies to buyer-drivenness
in GVCs for African exports, and of (novel, ‘post-commodity’) aspects of
Northern consumption (including its normative dimensions), are all vital ele-
ments of the larger entity of today’s ‘global capitalism’, and they would be right
to do so. A fundamental issue and challenge remains, however: that of what
connects the constituent elements and mechanisms of global capitalism, and
indeed ‘underlies’ the many specific topics – new, and also old – to which com-
modity studies draws our attention. Our point is not that Trading Down omits
vital elements of the larger entity, which is unavoidable in any case, but that for
all its many strengths and contributions (which provide the stimulus to our
extensive reflection here), GVC analysis and the broader ‘economic sociology’ to
which Gibbon and Ponte are so committed systematically exclude the contribu-
tions of materialist (and other) traditions of political economy. In our view,
those altogether broader versions of political economy provide necessary, if never
sufficient, theoretical means for addressing global capitalism and its constituent
social relations and dynamics – including ‘social-structural trends’ other (and
more fundamental?) than those manifested in the conventions of (expanding)
personal consumption/consumerism in the North.

28 Nor can this effect be explained by the demands of research design and empirical methodology
of the GLAF commodity studies, as Trading Down is, in important part, a reflection on the results of
those studies which naturally encompasses a great deal of work subsequent to their fieldwork phase,
and manifested particularly, we would guess, in chapters 1, 2 and 6.
29 See also note 20. Liam Campling is currently engaged in a major study for his PhD of the global
commodity chain for tuna, with special reference to small island economies in the Indian Ocean (the
Seychelles) and the South Pacific (Fiji) which have major tuna canneries.
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